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Some combinations of musical notes sound pleasing and are termed
“consonant,” but others sound unpleasant and are termed “disso-
nant.” The distinction between consonance and dissonance plays
a central role in Western music, and its origins have posed one of
theoldest andmostdebatedproblems inperception. Inmodern times,
dissonance has been widely believed to be the product of “beating”:
interference between frequency components in the cochlea that
has been believed to be more pronounced in dissonant than conso-
nant sounds. However, harmonic frequency relations, a higher-order
sound attribute closely related to pitch perception, has also been pro-
posed to account for consonance. To tease apart theories of musical
consonance, we tested sound preferences in individualswith congen-
ital amusia, a neurogenetic disorder characterized by abnormal pitch
perception. We assessed amusics’ preferences for musical chords as
well as for the isolated acoustic properties of beating and harmoni-
city. In contrast to control subjects, amusic listeners showed no pref-
erence for consonance, rating the pleasantness of consonant chords
no higher than that of dissonant chords. Amusics also failed to exhibit
the normally observed preference for harmonic over inharmonic
tones, nor could theydiscriminate such tones fromeachother.Despite
these abnormalities, amusics exhibited normal preferences and dis-
crimination for stimuli with and without beating. This dissociation
indicates that, contrary to classic theories, beating is unlikely to un-
derlie consonance. Our results instead suggest the need to integrate
harmonicity as a foundation of music preferences, and illustrate how
amusia may be used to investigate normal auditory function.
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Music is made by combining notes, but not all combinations are
comparable aesthetically. When notes are produced simulta-

neously, some combinations sound pleasing and are termed “con-
sonant,” and others sound unpleasant or out of place, and are
termed “dissonant” (1–3). This contrast forms one of the key
ingredients of music composition, in which dissonant chords are
used to create feelings of tension that are later released by consonant
chords. Although their perception is in some cases dependent on
context (4), marked differences between consonance and disso-
nance are typically apparent even in isolated chords (5–8). Prefer-
ences for consonance appear to be present in human infants (9–12)
and perhaps also in other species with little exposure to music (13,
14, although see also ref. 15), consistent with a biological basis.
However, the possibility also remains that consonance preferences
are learned—such preferences are correlated with musical experi-
ence in Western listeners (8), and their existence in non-Western
cultures is controversial (16–18). Consonance has fascinated schol-
ars since the time of the Greeks, in part because consonant and
dissonant chords can be viewed as atomic aesthetic elements, the
investigation of which provides a point of entry to understanding the
roles of biology and culture in music perception.
Greek scholars believed that consonance was related to the ratio

between the length of the strings on which notes were sounded, in-
spired by ratio-based theories of aesthetics that applied to domains
ranging frommusic to architecture.However, contemporary thinking
on consonance is instead rooted in acoustics, beginning with the fact

that musical instrument and voice sounds are composed of multiple
discrete frequencies. These frequencies are termed “harmonics”
because they are typically integer multiples of the fundamental fre-
quency (F0, inverse of the period) of the sound. Harmonics are
combined in a singlewaveformwhen traveling in the air but are partly
segregated by the cochlea, because different auditory nerve fibers
respond to different frequencies (19).
When several notes are combined to form a chord, the

resulting sound waveform that enters the ear contains all of the
individual frequencies of each note. Auditory scientists have long
noted that aspects of the pattern of component frequencies differ
between consonant and dissonant chords. Prevailing theories
ascribe consonance to the fact that dissonant chords contain
frequency components that are too closely spaced to be resolved
by the cochlea (5, 6, 20–22). Two such components shift in and out
of phase over time, producing an interaction that oscillates between
constructive and destructive interference. The amplitude of the
combined physical waveform thus alternately waxes and wanes. If
the components are close enough to excite the same set of auditory
fibers, amplitude modulations are directly observable in the
response of the auditory nerve (23). These amplitude modulations
are called “beats,” and result in an unpleasant sensation known as
“roughness,” analogous to the tactile roughness felt when touching
a corrugated surface [in practice, the perception of roughness is
dependent on the depth and rate of amplitude modulation, as
well as the center frequency of the tones involved (24)]. Beats are
mostly inaudible when two pure tones are presented independently
to separate ears, presumably because they do not interact at the
level of the cochlea [although “binaural beats” can be audible for
very small frequency differences (25)]. Helmholtz (20) is usually
credited with the idea that dissonant chords are unpleasant
because they contain the sensation of roughness, a notion that was
fleshed out by ensuing generations of psychoacousticians (5, 6, 21, 22,
26). Theories of dissonance based on beating have been dominant in
the last century and are now a regular presence in textbooks (1–3).
However, a second acoustic property also differentiates conso-

nance and dissonance: the component frequencies of the notes of
consonant chords combine to produce an aggregate spectrum that is
typically harmonic, resembling the spectrum of a single sound with
a lower pitch (Fig. 1B). In contrast, dissonant chords produce an in-
harmonic spectrum. Such observations led to a series of analyses and
models of consonance based on harmonicity (23, 27–29). Although
beating-based theories arewidely accepted as the standard account of
consonance, harmonicity has remained a plausible alternative.
One reason these candidate explanations of consonance have

proven difficult to test is that they share qualitative predictions,
because dissonant chords both contain inharmonic frequencies
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and produce beats. However, it is possible to produce synthetic
sounds that isolate the two acoustic properties. A recent study (8)
used such stimuli to examine individual differences in acoustic
preferences within large cohorts of subjects. It was found that the
degree of preference for consonance in individual subjects corre-
lated with the degree of preference for harmonicity but not with
the degree of aversion to beating. These results support a theory of
consonance based on harmonicity but are limited by the restricted
variance in behavioral responses obtained with populations of
normal listeners. In particular, nearly all normal listeners possess
some degree of preference for consonance and aversion to beating,
leaving open the possibility that beating contributes in an impor-
tant way to their perception of consonance.
Here, we adopted a neuropsychological approach to investigate

the basis of consonance by testing individuals with congenital amu-
sia. Congenital amusia is a neurogenetic disorder that is character-
ized by a deficit in melody processing that cannot be explained by
hearing loss or intellectual deficiencies (30). Congenital amusia is
hereditary (31, 32) and is associated with reduced connectivity be-
tween the right auditory and inferior frontal cortices (33–35). The
root functional cause of the musical impairments appears to lie in
the processing of pitch.Amusic individuals are impaired at detecting
the direction of pitch changes between notes (36, 37) as well as pitch
deviations (irrespective of direction) that are small (e.g., less than
two semitones) (38, 39). As pitch changes in typical music are often
below their abnormally high thresholds (40), amusics are bound to
miss an essential part of musical structure.

The aim of the present study was to exploit the perceptual deficits
observed in congenital amusia to dissect the basis of consonance.
There is one previous demonstration that amusics do not show the
normally observed preference for consonant over dissonant music
(30). In that study, amusics were presented with classical musical
excerpts containingmelodies and accompaniment on the piano. The
amusics were asked to rate the pleasantness of the original excerpts
as well as manipulated versions in which the accompaniment was
pitch-shifted to introduce dissonance. Amusics gave similar ratings
to the two versions, suggesting deafness to dissonance.We sought to
understand the basis of this phenomenon. We first assessed the
perception of consonant and dissonant chords in 10 amusic and 10
matched control subjects. Synthetic stimuli were then used to in-
vestigate the perception of harmonicity and beating.

Results
Consonant and Dissonant Chords. In the first experiment, participants
were asked to rate the pleasantness of chords (intervals or triads
composed of notes sung by a vocalist or played on a saxophone) on
a nine-step scale. The chords included the unison, the intervals
spanning the minor second (1 semitone) to the major seventh (11
semitones), and the four most common triads inWestern music. Fig.
2 shows the pleasantness ratings of the two subject groups. Control
subjects’ ratings were consistent with previous results (8), with con-
ventionally dissonant chords such as the minor second or major
seventh rated as unpleasant, and conventionally consonant chords
such as the major third or major triad rated as pleasant. In contrast,
amusics’ ratings varied across subjects, generally with little re-
semblance to the pattern of results in normal listeners. On

Fig. 1. Example chords: the perfect fifth (Left; conventionally consonant),
and the minor second (Right; conventionally dissonant) composed of saxo-
phone notes. (A) Musical notation. (B) Amplitude spectra. Spectrum of lower
(root) note is shown in blue, that of higher note in red. Blue and red dots
denote the frequencies belonging to each note. In the consonant perfect
fifth, the two notes share common frequencies and produce an aggregate
spectrum that is harmonic (corresponding to a harmonic series with a lower
F0, indicated by the vertical bars at the top). In the dissonant minor second,
the notes share no harmonics and the overall spectrum is inharmonic. (C)
Predicted activation of auditory nerve fibers (55) for each chord. The beating
produced by the closely spaced frequencies of the minor second is visible in
the low frequency channels of the right-hand plot.
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Fig. 2. Mean (black) and individual (gray) pleasantness ratings of chords by
the control (A) and amusic (B) groups. Ratings of each subject were z-scored
before analysis to remove coarse differences in the use of the rating scale, as
in ref. 8. Intervals contained two notes separated by an integer number of
semitones; triads (major, minor, diminished, and augmented) contained three
notes. Here and elsewhere, error bars denote one SE.
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average, amusics gave similar ratings to all chords, with consonant
chords rated no more highly than dissonant chords.
To assess agreement among raters in the two populations, we

estimated the null distribution of Kendall’s W for ratings of 16
conditions by 10 subjects. Ninety-five percent of 10,000 W values
obtained from randomly drawn ratings were situated below
0.164. Control subjects’ ratings yielded a W of 0.68, showing far
more consistency than would be expected by chance. In contrast,
amusics’ ratings were inconsistent (W = 0.08), no different from
what would be expected by chance.
Wenote that the ratings obtained fromcontrols, despite generally

resembling normal ratings, show less-pronounced rating variation
for the medium-sized intervals, particularly the tritone, than what
was reported in ref. 8, for example, with identical stimuli. This result
might reflect two characteristics of our control population (matched
to the demographics of the amusic group as closely as possible) that
are known to weaken the strength of consonance preferences: some
subjects showedmild to moderate hearing loss (41), and all subjects
had very little, if any musical training (8). Overall, however, the
results of the control group are largely as expected given prior work.
To test whether any amusic showed a pattern of results close to

that of the controls, we computed correlations between each in-
dividual participant’s ratings of the 16 chord types and the mean
ratings of the control group. As shown in Fig. 3A, the correlations
between the amusics’ data and the average ratings of the control
group were small, never exceeding that expected by chance, whereas
those of each control subject (correlatedwith themeanof the ratings
obtained from the nine other controls) were statistically significant.
To test whether the participants exhibited internally consistent

rating patterns, we measured test-retest reliability for individual
subjects, using correlations between ratings averaged over the first
and second half of the trials for each chord type. As shown in Fig.
3B, all control subjects gave consistent ratings, whereas only two of
the amusics did. These two subjects’ ratings seem to be based on
idiosyncratic pitch height preferences, rather than on consonance
(one subject preferred high-pitched tones, and the other preferred
low-pitched tones, yielding preferences that covaried with interval
size). The amusics thus never resembled control subjects with re-
spect to consonance judgments, and were inconsistent in their
ratings, indicating that consonance and dissonance as heard by
normal listeners played little role in their perception of chords.

Pleasantness of Emotional Vocal Stimuli. To ensure that the group
differences in chord ratings were not a result of general differences
in the ability to ascribe pleasantness ratings to sounds, we mea-
sured pleasantness ratings of emotional vocalizations [Montreal

Affective Voices (42)]. The stimuli were recordings of nonverbal
vocal sounds made by humans to express sadness, fear, surprise, or
happiness (cries, gasps, laughing, etc.). In contrast to the results
with chords, the two groups showed nearly identical rating patterns
for vocalizations (Fig. 4), rating happy vocalizations the highest
and sad and fearful vocalizations the lowest. This result indicates
that the groups made similar use of the rating scale, and that
amusics do not differ generally from controls in the way they assign
pleasantness ratings to sounds.

Harmonicity and Beating. In a third experiment, we investigated
preferences for harmonicity and beating using stimuli taken from
a previous study in normal listeners (8). Preference measures were
derived fromdifferences of ratings between stimuli that either did or
did not contain these acoustic factors (harmonic and inharmonic,
nonbeating and beating), but that were matched in other respects
(number of frequencies, amplitude, etc.).
Harmonicity was isolated by comparing ratings of harmonic

complex tones (“harmonic-subset” and “octave-spaced”) with those
of inharmonic complex tones generated by subtly perturbing the
frequencies of the harmonic tones (Fig. 5A: Jittered, Shifted, and
13st-spaced). All tones contained widely spaced frequency compo-
nents to avoid beating. The difference between the average ratings
of harmonic and inharmonic tones provided “measure 1” of har-
monicity preference (Fig. 5C).We also computed a secondmeasure
of harmonicity preference from the difference of the ratings for pure
tones (the simplest harmonic stimulus) and dichotically presented
tone pairs (which were inharmonic by virtue of being closely spaced,
but produced little perceptible beating because of the absence of
interactions at the level of the cochlea) (8); this was termed “mea-
sure 2” of harmonicity preference (Fig. 5C). Beating was isolated
using the fact that dichotic presentation of two tones (one tone to
the left ear and the other to the right ear, via headphones) prevents
their interaction at the level of the cochlea, and thus mostly elimi-
nates the perception of beating (25). We contrasted ratings of pairs
of closely spaced pure tones presented either diotically (both tones
to both ears, producing substantial beating) or dichotically (mini-
mizing beating) (Fig. 5B). For comparison of these harmonicity and
beating preferences with consonance preferences, we computed
analogous measures for the preference for consonant dyads (e.g.,
perfect fifth) over dissonant dyads (e.g., minor second) and for
consonant triads (major triad) over dissonant triads (augmented
triad) using the ratings from Exp. 1.
Control subjects showed preferences for consonance, harmon-

icity, and the absence of beats, as expected (Fig. 5C). In contrast,
amusic listeners failed to show preferences for consonance or har-
monicity but exhibited an aversion to beating comparable to that of
controls. The two populations’ preferences were significantly dif-
ferent for both consonance and both harmonicity measures (P <
0.001 in all cases; t tests) but not for beating (P = 0.71).

−1 −0.5 0 0.5 1
Pearson’s r

Correlation with mean of controls
A

−1 −0.5 0 0.5 1
Pearson’s r

Test−retest consistency

B

Fig. 3. (A) Correlations between individual ratings of chords and mean
chord ratings of the control group. Null distribution is drawn from correla-
tions between random permutations of individual control subject’s data and
the mean of the control group. Vertical dashed lines here and in B denote
95% confidence intervals around zero. (B) Test-retest correlations between
ratings averaged over first and second halves of the experiment for each
subject. Null distribution is drawn from correlations between the first half
and a randomly permuted second half of randomly selected individual con-
trol subject’s data.
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Fig. 4. Mean (black) and individual (gray) pleasantness ratings of emotional
vocalizations by control (A) and amusic (B) groups. Ratings of each subject were
z-scored. Error bars are not visible as they were smaller than the symbol size.
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Harmonicity and Beating Discrimination. In the fourth experiment,
we assessed whether the lack of preference for harmonicity in
amusics was because of an inability to discriminate harmonic
from inharmonic frequency relations. On each trial, subjects
were presented with two harmonic tones and one of its in-
harmonic counterparts (generated by jittering or shifting the
spectrum of the harmonic tones). The three stimuli were gen-
erated with distinct F0s, such that the discrimination had to be
made on the basis of the frequency relations within the tones
rather than any individual frequency. Subjects were asked to
report which of the three stimuli sounded as if played by a dif-
ferent instrument. Whereas control subjects scored high on this
task, amusics performed poorly (P < 0.00001; t test), suggesting
that harmonic and inharmonic spectra are poorly distinguished
by their auditory system (Fig. 6).
For comparison, we also tested discrimination between our

beating and nonbeating stimuli (Exp. 5). On each trial, subjects
were presented with two dichotic (nonbeating) and one diotic
(beating) sounds, againwith distinct F0s. Subjects were again asked
to report which of the three stimuli sounded as if played by a dif-
ferent instrument. Performance was high in both groups (Fig. 6)
and did not differ significantly between groups (P = 0.53; t test),

suggesting normal perception of beating in amusics despite ab-
normal harmonicity perception.

Discussion
We tested the perception of dissonance, harmonicity, and beating
in amusic listeners. The pleasantness ratings for chords showed
that amusics have highly abnormal perception of consonance and
dissonance. Whereas control participants preferred consonance to
dissonance, amusic participants were indifferent to the distinction.
Amusic listeners’ perception of harmonicity was also impaired.
Unlike controls, amusics did not prefer harmonic to inharmonic
tones and could not discriminate them from each other. In contrast
to these marked deviations from normal perception, amusics’
judgments of beating were indistinguishable from those of normal
listeners; every amusic participant preferred stimuli without beat-
ing over those with beats, to a degree comparable to that of control
subjects, and every amusic could distinguish sounds with and
without beating.

Implications for the Basis of Consonance and Dissonance. The unique
contribution of this study to the understanding of consonancewas to
use congenital amusia to demonstrate a dissociation between the
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Fig. 5. (A) Schematic spectra of harmonicity test stimuli (Exps. 3 and 4): Thick and thin lines depict spectra of harmonic and inharmonic tones, respectively. See
Materials and Methods for details. (B) Beating stimuli (Exps. 3 and 5) were made of two pure tones close in frequency (0.75 or 1.5 semitones apart). They were
presented diotically (both tones to both ears), resulting in the perception of beats, or dichotically (one tone to each ear), producing a substantial decrease in
perceived beating. (C) Mean and individual preferences for the two groups of listeners. Preference measures, as in ref. 8, were differences in the average ratings for
two groups of sounds. Consonance (dyads): mean rating (MR) for the four most consonant dyads minus MR for the four most dissonant dyads; Consonance (triads):
MR for the major triad minus MR for the augmented triad; Harmonicity1: MR for the harmonic complexes minus MR for the inharmonic complexes; Harmonicity2:
MR for the pure tones minus MR for the dichotic pairs of pure tones; Beating: MR for the dichotic pairs of pure tones minus MR for the diotic pairs of pure tones.
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perception of beating and the perception of dissonance. Amusics
exhibit the normal aversion to beating, but lack the normal prefer-
ence for consonance over dissonance, suggesting that consonance
preferences do not derive from an aversion to beating. Rather, our
results suggest that the quality of roughness (induced by beating)
constitutes an aesthetic dimension that is distinct from that of dis-
sonance. This conclusion is consistent with earlier work in normal
listeners, suggesting that harmonicity is more closely related to
consonance than is beating (8), but the present study provides the
unique demonstration of a clear-cut dissociation, something not
possible in normal listeners. Amusia can thus provide a tool for
studying the underpinnings of music perception.
Given the prevalence of beating-based accounts of dissonance

(5, 6, 21), it is natural to ask why amusics’ aversion to beating is not
sufficient to produce preferences for consonance over dissonance.
We believe the explanation is that for naturally occurring musical
chords, beating is not in fact closely associated with dissonance.
Naturally occurring tones produced by instruments or voices gen-
erally have spectra whose component amplitudes decrease with
increasing frequency. As a result, roughness in naturally occurring
chords originates primarily from the interaction of the first few
frequency components of the notes. In contrast, classic studies of
dissonance (e.g., ref. 5) relied on artificial synthetic tones with
equal amplitude components, in which beating can be produced by
all components in the spectrum, yielding artificially strong and
consistent beating. Moreover, roughness is influenced by factors
such as the amplitude (43) or the phase (44) of frequency compo-
nents, both of which can vary greatly from one instrument to
another, or with the way keys or strings are sounded on a given
instrument. Consistent with these ideas, we have found that for
real-worldmusical notes, as were used in our experiments, beating
is not consistently more pronounced in dissonant chords than in
consonant chords, that it often varies more with timbre than with
chord type, and that overall amounts of beating in real-world
chords are often far below that in the synthetic chords used in
classic psychoacoustic studies (See Figs. S1–S3 and SI Text). It may
be that beating is in practice sufficiently low or variable that it has
little effect on the average aesthetic response to a chord. Alter-
natively, the inconsistency of beating across instances of a chord
may cause listeners to implicitly learn to ignore it in musical
contexts, where it might otherwise cause consonance judgments to
fluctuate across instruments.
Our results are consistent with the alternative account of conso-

nance in terms of harmonicity (8, 23, 27–29), in that amusics were
consistently abnormal in their perception of both consonance and
harmonicity. Unlike the perception of beating, harmonicity is not
strongly dependent on frequency amplitudes or phases (45). This
relative invariance might explain the similarity in consonance judg-
ments for different instrument timbres (8). Models measuring har-
monicity with periodicity detection mechanisms (29) can predict the
degree of consonance of musical intervals, and harmonicity prefer-

ences in normal listeners have been shown to be correlated with their
consonance preferences (8), suggesting a link (see also SI Text and
Fig. S4 for correlational analyses of the present data). Differential
auditory brainstem responses to consonant and dissonant intervals
(23, 46) are also consistent with a role for harmonicity in consonance
perception.
The origins of the aesthetic response to harmonicity remain

to be determined. One might envision that humans are born with
preferences for harmonicity, or that they derive from exposure to
natural sounds because of the prevalence of harmonic spectra in
mammalian vocalizations (47), or that they derive from exposure
to music (8). Our results leave each of these possibilities open,
but indicate that the nature/nurture debate surrounding conso-
nance should be oriented toward harmonicity rather than beating/
roughness.

Dissonance, Pitch, and Amusia. The pitch- and rhythm-related mu-
sical abilities of congenital amusic individuals have been ex-
tensively studied over the last decade (see ref. 48 for a review).
Whereas only some amusics show impaired perception of rhythm,
deficits in pitch perception appear to be universally present and
have thus been considered the hallmark of amusia (36, 38).
Recently, however, it was reported that amusic listeners also have
a deficit in memory for pitch (49–51). This memory impairment
could potentially play a role in all previously reported amusic def-
icits, because threshold measurements or melody comparisons re-
quire participants to compare sounds presented sequentially,
and thus to store pitch-related information over time. The deficits
evident in the present study are less vulnerable to this possibility
because pleasantness ratings do not require sounds to be held in
memory. Our results thus suggest that amusia cannot be solely
caused by memory impairments and indeed reflects defective
encoding of pitch information.
The deficit we observed in the perception of harmonicity in

amusic listeners further suggests that the root of congenital amusia
may lie in the inadequate representation of this basic acoustic
property of pitched sounds.Aharmonicity-baseddeficitwould likely
extend outside of music. Amusic deficits in prosody perception re-
main controversial (30, 37), but our results suggest other domains
where amusics andnormal listenersmaydiffer.Voice attractiveness,
for instance, is positively correlated with the degree of harmonicity
(52). Harmonicity is also an important cue for concurrent sound
segregation (53). Assessing amusic individuals with tasks involving
such nonmusical harmonicity-dependent abilities is an intriguing
direction for future research. In particular, our results raise the
possibility that amusia could be used to test the role of pitch in these
and other aspects of normal auditory function.

Materials and Methods
Subjects and Set-Up. Ten amusic and 10 matched control participants were
tested. The two groups did not differ significantly in age, years of education,
years of musical training, and audiometric thresholds (Table S1). Each amusic
scored 2 SD below the mean of the general population when tested with the
Montreal Battery of Evaluation of Amusia, six tests that assess musical pitch
perception, rhythmperception, andmemory (54). Stimuli were delivered by an
external soundcard (RME Fireface 800) with a 48-kHz sampling rate and 16-bit
resolution. Soundswere playedoutwith closedheadphones (BeyerdynamicDT
770 Pro) at 65 dB SPL. Participants were tested in a sound-insulated booth. All
listeners were fully informed about the goal of the present study and provided
written consent before their participation.

Stimuli. Chords. Natural recordings of single notes from the equal-tempered
scale (from a saxophone or a trained female vocalist) were summed to create
intervals or triads. Eight different versions of each type of chord were used,
each with a different root note, ranging from G#3 to D#4.
Harmonicity stimuli. Harmonic and inharmonic complexes were generated by
summing pure tones with aligned starting phases. The complexes amplitudes
were decreased by 14 dB per octave to resemble natural sound spectra.
Harmonic stimuli comprised: (i) pure tone, (ii) harmonic-subset (F0, 2F0, 3F0,
5F0, and 9F0), and (iii) octave-spaced (F0, 2F0, 4F0, 16F0). Inharmonic stimuli
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comprised: (i) jittered (even harmonics of the harmonic-subset tones were
shifted up and odd harmonics were shifted down, by half a semitone), (ii)
shifted (all harmonics of the harmonic-subset tones were shifted up by 30
Hz), and (iii) 13st-spaced (four frequency components, each 13 semitones
apart). We also tested dichotic versions of these stimuli (see SI Text and Figs.
S5 and S6 for motivation and results).
Beating stimuli. Stimuli consisted of pairs of pure tones, either 0.75 or 1.5
semitonesapart.These frequency separationsare small enoughthatboth tones
fall within the same critical band when presented diotically, and thus produce
a fair amount of beating. Nonbeating stimuli consisted of the same pure tones
presented dichotically, largely eliminating perceived beating (8, 25).

The stimuli of Exps. 1, 3, 4, and 5 (chord, harmonicity, and beating test
stimuli) were taken from a previous study (8). See Audios S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6,
S7, S8, S9, and S10 for audio examples of stimuli.

Procedure. Responseswere collected using a keyboard. Soundswere presented
automatically 500 ms after the subject’s previous response.
Pleasantness ratings. Chords of Exp. 1 were presented in two blocks of 128 trials
each, in which all 16 chord types and eight root pitches were randomly in-
terleaved. Saxophone and voice chords were presented in separate blocks.
Vocalizations of Exp. 2 were presented in a single block of 80 trials in which all
10 speakers and four types of emotions were repeated once and randomly
interleaved. Exp. 3 was divided into two blocks of 69 trials that featured all

types of harmonicity and beating stimuli randomly interleaved. The F0s of the
stimuli were randomly assigned to C#4, D#4, or F4 in one of the blocks and to
D4, E4, or F#4 in the other block.
Discrimination experiments. Exp. 4 was carried out in one block of 90 trials. On
each trial, one randomly chosen interval contained the inharmonic tone;
the two others contained its harmonic counterpart (harmonic-subset for
shifted and jittered, and octave-spaced for 13st-spaced). Trial types were
randomly intermixedwithin the block. The three tones had F0s two semitones
apart (C#4, D#4, F4) or (D4, E4, F#4) in a random order. Exp. 5 was carried out
in one block of 30 trials in which the 0.75 and 1.25 semitones pairs of pure
tones were randomly interleaved. On each trial, one randomly chosen in-
terval contained a pair of tones presented diotically; the other two contained
pairs of tones with the same frequency separation presented dichotically. The
most salient difference between the two types of stimuli was thus the pres-
ence or absence of beating. The lower tones of the stimuli within a trial were
either (C#4, D#4, F4) or (D4, E4, F#4), randomly assigned within and across
trials. Feedback was provided in both discrimination experiments.
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SI Text
Audio Examples. The audio examples of stimuli include: (i) the
voice minor second (m2) and perfect fifth (P5) chords of Exp. 1
depicted in Fig. 1; and (ii) one example for each of the harmonic
(pure tone, harmonic-subset and octave-spaced), inharmonic
(jittered, shifted, and 13st-spaced.), beating (diotic 0.75st), and
nonbeating (dichotic 0.75st) stimuli of Exp. 3.

Roughness for Natural Stimuli Compared with Synthetic Complex
Tones. Beating-based theories of consonance have argued that
the amount of roughness found in dissonant chords is greater than
that found in consonant chords, and ascribe the unpleasant sen-
sation evoked by dissonant chords to the presence of roughness (1–
3). One common feature of these classic studies is that they used
chords composed of synthetic complex tones with equal amplitude
harmonics. Such tones share the harmonic frequency relations
of natural musical stimuli, but differ from them in a number of
other ways (amplitude and phase of the partials, attack cues, etc.)
and do not represent the variability that can be present in natural
music listening situations. To investigate whether the relation be-
tween dissonance and roughness previously observed in synthetic
tones was also present in the natural stimuli used here, we com-
puted a Roughness Index for each of our stimuli, as well as for
stimuli generated from synthetic tones. The stimuli were first
passed through a bank of gamma-tone filters (4). The envelope of
each filter output was extracted via the Hilbert transform, raised to
the 0.3 power to simulate compression, and filtered between 20 and
200 Hz, using eighth-order Butterworth filters, to isolate the
modulation rates that are standardly thought to contribute to
roughness (5, 6). The Roughness Index was then calculated as
the total power remaining in each band. Our synthetic tones
consisted of the first six harmonics (with frequencies F0 to 6*F0)
with equal amplitude and added in sine phase, as these stimuli
have generally been used in models of dissonance based on
beating (e.g., in refs. 1 and 3).
The variations of the Roughness Index obtained for chords

composed of synthetic complex tones reproduce rather closely the
ratings of such chordsobtained fromsubjects in ref. 3.However, it is
apparent that (i) the amount of beating physically present in the
stimuli is generally larger for synthetic chords than for those gen-
erated from natural stimuli, and (ii) differences between intervals
are more pronounced for the synthetic stimuli (Fig. S1). The voice
stimuli in particular exhibit much less beating than do the other
timbres, with little variation from interval to interval despite the
large variation across intervals in perceived pleasantness.
To summarize the differences in beating between intervals heard

as consonant and intervals heard as dissonant, we averaged the
Roughness Index across the consonant and dissonant intervals that
contributed to our behavioral measures of interval preference, for
each of the three note timbres. The results shown in Fig. S2 il-
lustrate that the roughness differences between consonant and
dissonant intervals are indeed far more pronounced for intervals
composed of synthetic tones than they are for those composed of
naturally occurring instrument sounds.
Inadditiontothelargedifferencesinroughnessbetweensynthetic

and natural intervals, there are pronounced differences even be-
tween saxophone and voice intervals. Consequently, if pleasantness
ratings for chords were based even partly on roughness, we should
see a difference between ratings for the two types of natural stimuli.
Contrary to this prediction, normal-hearing listeners’s ratings are
quite similar for saxophone and voice intervals (Fig. S3). This
finding is consistent with the idea that roughness has little bearing

on their perception of chord pleasantness. For amusics however,
ratings for voice intervals are consistently higher than ratings for
saxophone intervals. One possible explanation for these results is
that control subjects largely ignore roughness, having learned
through a lifetime of exposure that roughness in music is not a re-
liable cue for dissonance. In contrast, amusics, lacking access to
the harmonicity cue that we believe underlies dissonance, cannot
learn that roughness is not a reliable cue, and thus show some
sensitivity to roughness in their pleasantness judgments of chords.
The difference in ratings between instrument type despite the lack
of differentiation between different intervals likely reflects the
fact that the roughness differences between intervals are small
compared with the roughness differences between different tim-
bres (Fig. S2).
Importantly, our stimuli were generated from real-world record-

ingsofan instrumentandavoice. It thusseems likely that theacoustic
factors that influence consonance judgments under natural con-
ditionsarepresent inourstimuli.It ispossible that forartificial stimuli
with equal amplitude partials, which produce greater differences in
roughness, we might have seen some degree of preference even in
amusics. However, such stimuli are not representative of typical
musical stimuli, in which variations in roughness are subtle and in-
consistent.
We conclude from these analyses that roughness is not consis-

tently present in dissonant chords, that roughness is sometimes
present in consonant chords, and that roughness varies more as
a function of instrumentation than as a function of whether a chord
is consonant or dissonant. The pioneering work of the 1960s that
established roughness as a cornerstone of musical aesthetics may
thus have been a red herring.

Correlation Analyses of Preferences for Consonance and Preferences/
Detection of Harmonicity and Beating. To further investigate
individual differences in chord ratings and relate them to the per-
ception of harmonicity and beating, we computed correlations be-
tween our measures of preference and detection. When the two
groups of listeners were combined, the correlation between the
preference for consonance and the harmonicity detection score was
highly significant (r = 0.76, P = 0.0001), whereas the correlation
between the preference for consonance and the beating detection
score was not significant (r = 0.20, P = 0.43). These results are
consistent with the results reported in ref. 7, in which preferences
for consonance and harmonicity were correlated, whereas pref-
erence for consonance and beating were not. When computed
within either the control group or the amusic group alone, how-
ever, none of these correlations were significant (Fig. S4, Upper).
This finding is arguably unsurprising given the consistency within
groups; in ref. 7 much larger cohorts were used, which overcame
themodest individual differences present in normal listeners,most
of whom have substantial preferences for consonance, harmon-
icity, and the absence of beating.
The very high scores obtained in both groups for beating de-

tection mean that a ceiling effect could in principle be responsible
for the absence of correlation between this measure and the
preference for consonance. However, we also computed correla-
tions between preference for consonance and our preference
measures for harmonicity and beating; these correlations are more
immune to this problem given that the preferences are not close to
the maximum values possible given the rating scale. As expected,
when the two groupswere pooled together, a significant correlation
was again observed between consonance and harmonicity (r=0.48,
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P= 0.03) but not between consonance and beating (r = 0.17, P=
0.46) (Fig. S4, Lower).

Dichotic Versions of the Harmonicity Stimuli. The frequency com-
ponents of the harmonic stimuli were spaced more than a critical
bandwidth apart in frequency, with the intention that the spectral
modifications involved in creating the inharmonic stimuli would
not alter the degree of beating. However, although beating is
greatly reducedwhen frequencycomponentsaremore thanacritical
band apart, there are conditions in which beats are nonetheless
present, typically when frequency components are related by ratios

that deviate slightly from small integer ratios (8). Dichotic presen-
tation of frequency components is known to greatly reduce even
these other forms of beats (9), and we therefore included alternate
harmonicity test stimuli in which the even and odd numbered fre-
quency components were played to opposite ears (dichotic pre-
sentation). No difference was found between the ratings obtained
for diotic and dichotic versions of the harmonicity stimuli, and the
ratings were thus combined in the analyses. The ratings and dis-
crimination data for the diotic and dichotic versions of these
stimuli are shown below in Figs. S5 and S6.
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Fig. S4. Individual preferences for consonance plotted against detection score (Upper) or preference measure (Lower) for harmonicity (Left) and beating
(Right). Correlations between the two scores are reported in each panel across groups of listeners (All), and for the amusic (amu) and the control (ctr) groups
independently. Across groups, preference for consonance is correlated with both detection and preference for harmonicity, but with neither of those measures
for beating.
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Fig. S5. Preference ratings for the diotic and dichotic versions of the harmonicity stimuli. Preferences averaged over both diotic and dichotic stimuli, as they
appear in Fig. 5 (measure 1 of harmonicity preference), are also replotted here (“all”). The fact that the preference is not larger for diotic stimuli indicates that
any residual beating contributed little to the ratings of the diotic stimuli. Here and elsewhere, error bars denote one SE about the mean.
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Fig. S6. Harmonicity and beating discrimination for each individual stimulus contrast used (three different types of inharmonicity × dichotic/diotic pre-
sentation for the harmonicity experiment, and two different frequency separations for the beating experiment). Simulations of a randomly responding in-
dividual performing 15 repetitions per condition of a 3-AFC task were used to derive a null distribution for task performance. Of the 10,000 obtained values,
95% were situated below the “significantly above chance” level depicted in this figure.

Other Supporting Information Files

Audio S1: Chord-Voice-m2 (WAV)
Audio S2: Chord-Voice-P5 (WAV)
Audio S3: Harm_PureTone (WAV)
Audio S4: Harm_Subset (WAV)
Audio S5: Harm_Octave-spaced (WAV)
Audio S6: Harm_Jittered (WAV)
Audio S7: Harm_Shifted (WAV)
Audio S8: Harm_13st-spaced (WAV)
Audio S9: Beat_Diotic (WAV)
Audio S10: Beat_Dichotic (WAV)

Table S1. Control and amusic group characteristics

Characteristics

Group

P value of t testAmusics (n = 10) Controls (n = 10)

Demographic characteristics
Age (y) 65.6 ± 5.7 65.7 ± 4.2 0.97 (n.s.)
Sex 6 female 7 female —

Education (y) 17.1 ± 3.6 16.4 ± 2.5 0.62 (n.s.)
Musical education (y) 1.1 ± 0.9 1.8 ± 1.5 0.23 (n.s.)
Audiogram (dB hearing loss) 20.2 ± 9.6 24.6 ± 13.0 0.40 (n.s.)

Music discrimination
MBEA Melodic tests (% correct) 60.1 ± 8.4 91 ± 6.55 < 0.0001
MBEA Rhythmic test (% correct) 67.8 ± 9.0 89.8 ± 6.2 < 0.0001

The audiogram data are mean values of thresholds at 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 8 kHz in the two ears. The melodic
test scores are expressed in percentages of correct responses and obtained on the scale, contour, and interval
tests of the Montreal Battery of Evaluation of Amusia (MBEA) (1). The rhythmic test scores are obtained on the
rhythm test of the same battery. Values are group means ± SD.

1. Peretz I, Champod AS, Hyde K (2003) Varieties of musical disorders. The Montreal Battery of Evaluation of Amusia. Ann N Y Acad Sci 999:58–75.
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